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Abstract: Although most indoor positioning systems use radio waves, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
or RFID, for application in department stores, exhibition halls, stations, and airports, the accuracy
of such technology is easily affected by human shadowing and multipath propagation delay. This
study combines the earth’s magnetic field strength and Wi-Fi signals to obtain the indoor positioning
information with high availability. Wi-Fi signals are first used to identify the user’s area under
several kinds of environment partitioning methods. Then, the signal pattern comparison is used for
positioning calculations using the strength change in the earth’s magnetic field among the east–west,
north–south, and vertical directions at indoor area. Finally, the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) method
and fingerprinting algorithm are used to calculate the fine-grained indoor positioning information.
The experiment results show that the average positioning error is 0.57 m in 12-area partitioning,
which is almost a 90% improvement in relation to that of one area partitioning. This study also
considers the positioning error if the device is held at different angles by hand. A rotation matrix is
used to convert the magnetic sensor coordinates from a mobile phone related coordinates into the
geographic coordinates. The average positioning error is decreased by 68%, compared to the original
coordinates in 12-area partitioning with a 30-degree pitch. In the offline procedure, only the northern
direction data are used, which is reduced by 75%, to give an average positioning error of 1.38 m. If
the number of reference points is collected every 2 m for reducing 50% of the database requirement,
the average positioning error is 1.77 m.

Keywords: earth’s magnetic field; fingerprinting; indoor positioning; KNN; RSSI; rotation matrix

1. Introduction

Indoor positioning systems, which are often used in department stores, hospitals,
and parking lots, allow rapid positioning in an unfamiliar environment and also provide
local area information for navigation. There are many methods to produce precise indoor
positioning, but most of them require a device to be deployed and set up; therefore, most
indoor positioning services become more costly and need regular equipment maintenance.

The most common methods for indoor positioning, including radio frequency identifi-
cation (RFID), Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth with low energy (BLE), use the radio signal strength
between transmitters and receivers to calculate the possible distances from signal sources.
The disadvantage of radio signals is that they are susceptible to human body shadowing
and multipath propagation delays, so when the signal strength is poor or shadowed, the
accuracy of the indoor positioning would be decreased. Using a fixed access point (AP) for
mobile phones, the values for wireless signal strength, which is the received signal strength
indicator (RSSI), are applied for recent indoor positioning algorithms. RADAR positioning
technology was released by Microsoft in 2000 for indoor Wi-Fi positioning [1,2].
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It is also possible to perform indoor positioning through RFID systems, which allow
the trajectory of moving objects or people to be obtained. Using integrity constraints for
data removal is an effective way of improving RFID track detection accuracy, according
to B. Fazzinga et al. [3]. The Bayesian inference-based estimation method was used by
Zhao et al. [4] to cleanse the uncertain RFID for increasing track tracking accuracy. To han-
dle false negatives in indoor RFID tracking data, A.I. Baba et al. [5] proposed a probabilistic
distance-aware graph using the indoor topology and RFID reader position. By comparing
raw RFID data with the probabilistic distance-aware graph, failed readings can be filtered
and the missing information can be recovered to enhance the tracking data’s accuracy.

The sampling technology has a large impact on detecting the trajectories of indoor
moving objects. According to RFID readable ranges, a novel Metropolis Hastings sampler
was proposed by B. Fazzinga et al. [6] for area partitioning and it obtains effective RFID
numbers and signals in each partition. With the correct sampling data by Metropolis
Hastings sampler, the movement between those RFID readers can be immediately identified
and the trajectory is also determined. Based on the hidden Markov model (HMM)-based
map matching scheme and travel time estimation method, A. Thiagarajan et al. [7] proposed
VTrack system for tracking vehicle trajectory in the transportation system. VTrack can
tolerate the shadowing of Wi-Fi and cellular signals and still provide the correct trajectory
of a moving car.

Using the earth’s magnetic field [8] alone presents the problem of positioning ambigu-
ity. Therefore, our study will not only collect the magnetic field strength for comparison,
but also use Wi-Fi RSSI of APs to divide the environment into several areas to improve
the accuracy of geomagnetic positioning. To obtain the same accurate positioning results
as in the horizontal attitude of the geomagnetic coordinate values and directionality of
the sensor device in a non-horizontal state, the magnetic field strength of the device on its
own coordinates will be collected in different attitudes, and then the signal processing of
rotation matrix could convert that coordinate values to geographic coordinates for absolute
positioning calculation results. And whether different sensing elements effect the position-
ing results is also considered to verify their accuracy, so this research will test different
brands of mobile phones with different sensing elements to understand the applicability
and positioning accuracy of this research method.

The novelty of this paper is to propose a system architecture with offline and online
procedures to enhance indoor positioning by combining information of earth’s magnetic
field strength and Wi-Fi RSSI signal strength, where the area partitioning algorithm is
also applied in the system. The brief descriptions are as follows: (1). Use Wi-Fi signal
strength and APs’ locations to generate four kinds of the area-partitioned methods, which
are 2, 4, 6, and 12, to enhance the accuracy of geomagnetic field strength positioning with
KNN algorithm. (2). Using the signal processing technology of the rotation matrix, the
signal coordinates of the geomagnetic field strength measured by the smartphone can
be cost-effectively normalized. Therefore, the smartphone can generate uniform coordi-
nates consistent with the geomagnetic field direction strength in users’ random hand-held
postures conveniently. Meanwhile, the indoor positioning accuracy is further improved.
(3). Use both online and offline procedures for indoor positioning. In the offline procedure,
the signal strength databases of Wi-Fi and the geomagnetic field strength are established,
and the indoor positioning results can be obtained immediately in the online procedure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related works are described
in Section 2. The third section briefly describes the proposed indoor positioning system
architecture. The fourth section details the calibration method for geographic coordinates
and sensor differences. The fifth section details the experimental environment and the test
results with analysis. The conclusion and future work are finally drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Works

There are two kinds of methods for RADAR positioning: signal pattern comparison
and a mathematical model. These use either an offline procedure or an online procedure. JP
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Grisales Campeón et al. [9] used support vector regression (SVR), least absolute shrinkage
and selection operator (LASSO), kernel ridge regression, k-nearest neighbors (KNN) [10],
and other methods to filter abnormal signal strength. The best method is SVR, which gives
an average positioning error of 1.24 m. H. Zhao et al. [11] used signal pattern comparison,
but this requires more time and cost to collect data. A universal Kriging was used to estimate
the interpolation to reduce the number of reference points and the cost. Q. Lu et al. [12]
proposed a dynamic positioning method with pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR), which
uses Wi-Fi for positioning and then locates the results with PDR. Data fusion reduces the
average positioning error and signal pattern comparison gives significantly better accuracy.
Previous studies [13,14] use this method because more complete comparison information
is obtained, but more time is required for data collection, so different interpolations can
be used to achieve similar results. Wi-Fi positioning technology is mature, and various
methods can be used to reduce the average positioning error. However, it is difficult
to improve the overall accuracy using only Wi-Fi because the effect from the multipath
propagation and the human body shadowing could cause the weakening or distortion of
the Wi-Fi signals and result in the uncertainty of the indoor positioning accuracy.

The intensity of the earth’s magnetic field is different from microwave signal distribu-
tion because the magnetic field strength distribution is not easily affected by shadowing or
multipath propagation. Position jumping is a problem when using only the earth’s magnetic
field, without a differential algorithm or other reference information. B. Brzozowski [8]
and others proposed the use of geomagnetic features for indoor navigation, using known
magnetic field maps and visualized vector maps. This allows accurate positioning, record-
ing the trajectory and using the magnet to interfere with the earth’s magnetism to enable a
flying drone to record its trajectory and automatically adjust its height to avoid obstacles.
To allow continuous positioning and navigation, an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) [15,16]
is used to record its trajectory. An established magnetic field map is used to estimate
the future position and to reduce position drift. D. K. Haryanto et al. [17] compared the
positioning performance of GPS, Wi-Fi, and the earth’s magnetic field in public areas and
showed that using the earth’s magnetic field to calculate the positioning information can
obtain the minimum error result.

S.-C. Yeh et al. [18] used the earth’s magnetic field for indoor positioning and used
a KNN algorithm with weighted values for the three-axis geomagnetic components of
the sensing results to reduce the positioning error. R. Kang et al. [19] even used an accel-
eration sensor to calculate the number of steps in the magnetic field indoor positioning
but the initial position requires a longer period to obtain, so positioning is not immediate.
Moreover, [19] proposed a rotation matrix to transpose sensor related coordinate into a
geographic coordinate system for minimizing the positioning error. Ning, F.-S et al. [20]
used particle filters and magnetic field maps to optimize the PDR algorithm to reduce
the cost of establishment, increase positioning accuracy, and reduce the cumulative error.
Two other studies [21,22] use Wi-Fi, the earth’s magnetic field, and PDR with a Kalman
filter to reduce the cumulative error for the PDR and estimate the user’s next position.
Z.-A. Deng et al. [21] use the technique of Landmark to reset the estimated positioning data
of PDR to obtain the current landmark location before the initial position is known, so the
user must obtain the environment information before indoor positioning.

This study combines the methods of related works to design an indoor positioning sys-
tem with online and offline procedure for easily implementation. In Smartphones, besides
Wi-Fi signal, there are many sensors equipped, such as magnetic sensors or acceleration
sensors, to collect the data of the environment and the movement of the phones. Therefore,
those sensors are usually used to detect the distance, position, or attitude. If these two
sensors can be used for indoor positioning, there is no need to add additional sensing
elements, which can make indoor positioning more convenient. Although using the earth’s
magnetic field strength for positioning is prone to interference by permanent magnets, fer-
rous materials, and devices that produce an electromagnetic effect, the detected values are
usually stable and not changed in the same position. Any method of positioning that uses
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the earth’s magnetic field alone requires an initial position to increase positioning accuracy.
For increasing the indoor positioning accuracy from magnetic field strength, our study
uses the RSSI to divide the environment into a different number of areas to experiment the
indoor positioning errors. The offline procedure is applied to build the position database
for decreasing the time of the online indoor positioning. The device related coordinates of
the collected magnetic field strength data are also converted into geographic coordinates by
rotation matrix to enhance the accuracy of the indoor positioning results. Different sensing
values from different brands of magnetic field sensors are calibrated using the proposed
algorithm to allow the system to be used on most smartphones. The table for summarizing
the difference between proposed work and related ones is as Table 1.

Table 1. The proposed method summaries between proposed work and related ones.

Applied Methods in
Proposed Work

Proposed
Work [18] [19] [20] [21] [22]

The Earth’s Magnetic Field for Indoor Positioning Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Use Wi-Fi Signal Strength to Perform Indoor
Partitioning Technology with KNN Yes No No Yes Yes

(PDR)
Yes

(PDR)

Use the Rotation Matrix to Normalize the
Coordinates of the Geomagnetic Field Strength Yes No Yes No No No

Offline and Online System Operation Procedure Yes No Yes No No No

Area Partitioning Yes Yes No No No No

3. System Architecture
3.1. Combination of RSSI and Magnetic Field Strength

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the system architecture for this study. The
overall architecture uses magnetic field sensors and Wi-Fi modules in smartphones. The
system involves offline and online procedures. The offline procedure records all reference
points and the magnetic sensor in the smartphone is used to detect the earth’s magnetic
field. The Wi-Fi module measures the RSSI of the AP and records four directions at each
point, where the distance between two points is designed as one meter. All data are then
exported into the magnetic field strength database and the RSSI database for calculating
and comparing in the online procedure.
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The Wi-Fi data are used to determine the characteristics of the environment and
classify the partition results. The collected magnetic field data are then pre-processed to
allow averaging. In the online procedure, the phone begins the positioning process, and
the system receives the magnetic field data and Wi-Fi data for the specific actual location.
The RSSI for the current AP is filtered using KNN to eliminate abnormal signals and is then
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used to identify the area. KNN modeling does not include a training period as the data
represent a model which will be the reference for future prediction and due to this, it is
very time efficient in terms of improvising for random modeling on the available data [10].
It is also very easy to implement as the only thing to be calculated is the distance between
different points based on data of different features and this distance can easily be calculated
using distance formulas such as Euclidian or Manhattan. To make the proposed indoor
positioning system process easy to implement and experiment with, the KNN algorithm
is applied in this paper. To obtain better position result, the geomagnetism and KNN
algorithm are used further to respectively perform the fingerprinting and the data features’
comparison for identified area.

3.2. Offline Procedure

Figure 2 shows a flow chart of the offline procedure of this study. The data for each
reference point are collected and the mobile phone sensor monitors whether the mobile
phone’s pitch and roll angles are 0 degrees. When all sensing values are reset to 0 degrees,
the data for the current reference point can be received; otherwise, the system performs the
orientation check again.
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Figure 2. Flow chart for the offline procedure.

The azimuth and the reference points that are set by the user are recorded and the
geomagnetic component coordinates x, y, and z, are detected. The actual azimuth angle
and the azimuth angle that is defined by the recorder are both recorded, including east,
west, south, and north data. Then both data are automatically saved into a geomagnetic
database and a RSSI database. The RSSI data are also used to divide different numbers
of areas, including 1, 4, 6, and 12 areas, in an experimental environment for initial posi-
tioning information. There are m azimuths (s = 0, . . . , m) and n common reference points
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(i = 1, . . . , n). The geomagnetic database records the three-axis magnetic field coordinates
(xi, yi, zi). The magnetic field strength database matrix Fs for the sth azimuth is shown in
Equation (1).

Fs =


x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
...

...
...

xn yn zn

 (1)

The averaging values of the RSSI from Q APs are also measured in the offline procedure
in P pre-selected locations. The RSSI value database matrix I generated during offline
procedure is shown in Equation (2) where Ipq is the measured RSSI value of the qth AP
(q = 1, . . . , Q) in the pth test location (p = 1, . . . , P).

I =


I11 I12 . . . I1Q
I21 I22 I2Q
...

. . .
...

IP1 . . . IP−1,Q IPQ

 (2)

3.3. Online Procedure

The online procedure is shown in Figure 3 for calculating the indoor position infor-
mation on a phone. After reading the magnetic field strength data from the database, the
phone uses the measured RSSI values to determine which divided area is to be the initial
position information. When the phone continuously receives and measures the RSSI values
for several APs at the current location, it passes this information to KNN during the first
stage of online procedure. Then KNN uses this information to eliminate extreme signals if
the RSSI is too large or the signal is too weak. Meanwhile, the measured magnetic field
strength data are used with a fingerprinting algorithm to generate all difference values from
magnetic field strength database and then the minimum value will be found for indoor
positioning information. The detail calculation of the fingerprinting algorithm for this
study is shown in Section 4. The difference values are small when the assumed divided
area is correct, or the difference values are large. In the second stage of online procedure,
KNN is then used to determine the precise position to obtain the best positioning result.

3.4. Area Partitioning Methods

Area partitioning could increase the indoor positioning accuracy and prevent the
huge positioning error. Area partitioning for proposed indoor positioning procedure is
applied in the test environment as shown in Figure 4. The area is 34 × 12 m2 and there are
94 pre-defined reference points with one-meter-apart dot points. The blue squares with
number 1 to 6 are the locations of the APs. The direction north on the map is marked as
N with red arrow. The area partitioning for initial position information is based on the
location of the APs and the RSSI measured by testing phone. Moreover, the RSSI values in
four directions are also measured and averaged for 94 reference points from testing phones.
This study provides four kinds of the area partitioning methods, including 1, 4, 6, and 12.

The 4-area partitioning uses four APs, including AP1, AP3, AP4, and AP6, shown in
Figure 5a. The four areas into which the collected APs are classified if there is a received
signal, regardless of the strength. If signal coverage areas overlap, the reference point can
receive two or more APs so the classification is made using the result for two measured
values. This occurs in different directions for the same reference point and the information
that is collected is different or less. To reduce the need to identify reference points, 6- and
12-area partitioning are used. When using 6 APs for 12 partitions, the two strongest RSSI
signals are measured and recorded at each AP position and the 12-area dividing result is
shown in Figure 5b.
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3.5. Rotation Matrix for Geographic Coordinates

For increasing indoor positioning accuracy, if a handheld mobile phone has a nonzero
pitch and roll angle, a rotation matrix [23] is used to transfer the magnetic field strength
from device related coordinates into geographic coordinates. This method allows the data
for all reference points to be stored in the same database and is not affected by the attitudes
of the handheld phone. For this reason, the angles of pitch, roll, and yaw are also measured
and record. The rotation matrix in three dimensions is defined by the Euler Angle [24] and
Equations (3)–(6) give the geographic coordinates,

Rx =

1 0 0
0 cos α − sin α
0 sin α cos α

, (3)

Ry =

 cos β 0 sin β
0 1 0

− sin β 0 cos β

, (4)

Rz =

cos γ − sin γ 0
sin γ cos γ 0

0 0 1

, (5)

Xo
Yo
Zo

 =
(
RzRyRx

)−1

XC
YC
ZC

, (6)

where the angle of the rotational pitch Rx is α, the angle of the rotational roll Ry is β, and
the angle of the rotational yaw Rz is γ. Xg, Yg, and Zg are the geographic coordinates; Xd,
Yd, and Zd are the coordinate information from the phone [25]. The rotational matrix for
this study is applied from Android Studio with function name getRotationMatrix() [26].

3.6. Sensing Differences in Mobile Phones

There are many brands of mobile phones and the systems and specifications for each
mobile phone differ. If different brands of mobile phones are used to measure the magnetic
field strength, the difference in the sensitivity of these mobile phones affects the positioning
corrections for the database. This study compares the difference between the device-related
coordinates and the converted geographic coordinates for each mobile phone to show
whether the conversion of the coordinates increases accuracy. Five different brands are
selected and the systems are from Android 7 to Android 11. Magnetometers are supplied
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by three companies, as shown in Table 2. After testing magnetometers of all phones from
AKM, the magnetic field strength data are stable and almost the same in one location.
We choose one of the phones using its magnetometer from AKM, which is Mi Lite8, for
building the database of the offline procedure. In the online procedure, all phones with
different magnetometers in Table 1 are compared for indoor positioning.

Table 2. Magnetometers for mobile phones.

Smartphone Model Operating System Magnetometer Magnetometer
Manufacturer

Mi Lite8 Android 10 Ak09918 AKM
Asus Zenfone6 Android 11 Ak0991x AKM
Google Pixel3 Android 10 LIS2MDL STMicro

Samsung Galaxy A8+ Android 9 Ak09918 AKM
HTC A9 Android 7 HTC Corp. HTC Corp.

4. Experimental Environment and Test Procedures

To measure changes in the magnetic field and the RSSI, this study uses the API
that is provided by the Android Studio 4.1.2 development platform for the experimental
environment. Using the Wi-Fi module to collect the current known number of APs and RSSI
allows the tester to obtain a sampling data per 1 msec for at least 10 values. The customized
APP for collecting Wi-Fi RSSI and earth’s magnetic field strength values is generated
to store all measuring values from 94 selected locations in the experiment environment
as Figure 4. The android functions wifi.getScanResults() and level() are used to obtain
the RSSI values. The magnetic field strength values are collected by android function
sensorManager.getDefaultSensor(Sensor.TYPE_MAGNETIC_FIELD). All five smartphones
operate and collect data simultaneously in the same location.

4.1. RSSI Measurement and Online Calculation

Figure 6 shows the heat map for the three-axis (x, y, and z-axis) magnetic field strength
for the north magnetic field for the face of this environment, where the horizontal and
vertical directions of the experimental environment are the x and y axes. All reference
points are measured, which is equivalent to a circle outside.
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Figure 7 shows the RSSI heat map for each AP, where the horizontal and vertical
coordinates are the x and y coordinates of the experimental environment. The distribution
of AP1 to AP6 is shown by the numbers in the blue squares in Figure 7, where the largest
strength for each AP is in at least one corridor.
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The offline procedure collects the reference point. The data type is APs (RSSI1, RSSI2,
RSSI3, . . . , RSSI10) and the geomagnetic and Wi-Fi databases are established together to
allow the collected data to be recorded at the same location. There are four pre-defined
directions and 94 reference locations. In every reference location, the signal strength will be
sampled 10 times per 1 msec. After averaging the measured 10 data, the average signal
strength data for the six APs will be used for area partitioning. When connecting with one
AP to collect the RSSI signal strength from all APs, the MAC address of connecting AP is
also record for different area partitioning methods.

The online procedure uses RSSI to measure the signals, so it is very slow and fewer
data are collected than are collected offline. To decrease the collection time, this study uses
KNN to eliminate anomalous signal intensities with k = 3, which could keep less time in
collecting RSSI, so the results for three collections are used. A fingerprinting algorithm
could help to find the correct area in Equation (7) by calculating the difference between
RSSI in the database from the offline procedure and measured RSSI in the online procedure.

dpq =

√
n

∑
i=1

(
ri − Ipq

)2 (7)

where ri is measured RSSI in the online procedure and Ipq is the RSSI in the database
from the offline procedure. The minimum value dx of the calculated distances dqp from
fingerprinting algorithm is shown Equation (8). Then, the accurate area can be found in the
online procedure.

dx = min arg
pq

dpq (8)

4.2. Magnetic Field Strength Measurement and Online Calculation

The same mobile phone is initially used to measure changes in the earth’s magnetic
field in the experimental environment and the x, y, and z for four directions for the reference
point are measured. The measured magnetic field strength of smartphones at 0 degree
of pitch and roll, where smartphones are held horizontally with the screen facing up, are
shown in Figure 8a–c for the three-axis coordinates in different directions. The changes in
the magnetic field strength in the x and y directions are different and there is a difference in
positive and negative values, but the z-axis value is almost unchanged. When the absolute
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value is added, the magnetic field strengths for the three-axis coordinates are shown in
Figure 9a–c), where the x, y, and z three-axis curves in different directions are almost the
same, but this method also removes the directionality and minimize calculation effort.
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Figure 8. Original measured magnetic field strength in three-axis coordinates with time: (a) x-axis,
(b) y-axis, and (c) z-axis.
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Figure 9. Modified magnetic field strength in three-axis coordinates with time: (a) x-axis, (b) y-axis,
and (c) z-axis.

For the offline procedure, data are collected at each reference point. The data type is
MsiC(xi, yi, zi). In total, 94 reference points are placed and each reference point has four
custom directions. The mobile phone has a pitch and roll angle of 0 degrees before recording.
For the online procedure to measure the magnetic field strength, the geomagnetic database
is read and the data in each reference point are averaged. The final magnetic strength data
type is Msi(xi, yi, zi).

During the online procedure, the kth measured magnetic field strength values (xk
′, yk

′,
zk
′) in the current position are from the sensor of the phone. The system compares (xk

′, yk
′,

zk
′) with Msi(xi, yi, zi) in the magnetic field strength database. According to fingerprinting

algorithm, the difference values Pi between (xk
′, yk

′, zk
′) and Msi(xi, yi, zi) is as Equation (9).

And the minimum value of Pk is determined in Equation (10).

Pki =
√
(x′k − xi)

2 + (y′k − yi)
2 + (z′k − zi)

2 (9)

Pk = min arg
i

Pki (10)

The, KNN algorithm is used to minimize the error Pk, where k = 3 gives the best
result [23]. The phone sensors for this study quickly collect the three results and KNN is
used to obtain the final positioning result.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Positioning Errors under Different Area-Dividing Methods

The average positioning errors for geomagnetic positioning are shown in Table 3, for
an experimental area that is partitioned into 1, 4, 6, and 12 areas. For increasing the number
of the dividing areas from 1 to 12 areas, the average positioning error is decreased by 90%.
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Table 3. Average positioning errors for different numbers of partitioning.

Number of Area 1 4 6 12

Mean Positioning Error 5.47 m 2.18 m 0.93 m 0.57 m

Figure 10 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of position errors by p.
This determines the probability that the user can accumulate within a certain error range.
The results in the figure show that the cumulative probability of occurrence within a 2-m
error is at least 80% in the partitioned state, which is 27% more accurate than the result for
an un-partitioned state.
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Figure 10. Cumulative distribution function for positioning error by partition type.

Following manual identification of the number of area partitioning and the optimized
weighting values for the three-axis magnetic field strength, the average positioning error of
EMF [18] and the proposed method without coordinate conversion by rotation matrix are
shown in Table 4. Under the optimal weighting values for three-axis magnetic field strength,
the EMF method divides the area into four with 2 m average positioning error, which is
0.18 m better than the proposed method. Although EMF has a below-average positioning
error than the proposed method in 4-area partitioning, the experiment area of the proposed
method is larger than EMF. Furthermore, when the number or the range of areas changes,
the EMF method has a more complex procedure than the proposed method. This is because
EMF has to manually recognize the changes in the number of partitioning areas by users
and the proposed method can automatically update and recognize the changes. Therefore,
average positioning error of 12 areas is not achieved in EMF but 12-area partitioning could
be operated in this study, which resulted in a small average positioning error of 0.57 m.

Table 4. Average positioning errors without rotation matrix for the EMF [18] and the proposed method.

Number of Areas 4 12

Proposed method 2.18 m 0.57 m
EMF 2.00 m Not available

After converting the coordinates by the rotation matrix, Table 5 shows the average
positioning errors for different numbers of partitioning areas where the weighting values
for the three-axis magnetic field and the number of the area partitioning are automatically
set in this work. Through the complete procedure of this work, the 4-area partitioning
average positioning error is 1.56 m, which is better than that of the EMF method in the
4-area partitioning case. The average positioning error for the new coordinates using the
rotation matrix is 1.36 m in the 12-area partitioning experiment.
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Table 5. Average positioning errors for converted coordinates.

Number of Areas 1 4 6 12

Average positioning
errors 8.73 m 1.56 m 1.49 m 1.36 m

Table 6 shows the average positioning error for different pitches, with or without
conversion coordinates for 12 areas. For a pitch of 0 degrees, 30 degrees, and 60 degrees, the
original coordinates are affected by the angle and the original positioning error is 3.41 m.
The conversion coordinates are only slightly affected, and the positioning error is less than
1.4 m, which is 68% improvement in 30 degrees pitch angle.

Table 6. Average positioning errors for different angles without and with the rotation matrix.

Angle 0◦ 30◦ 60◦

Mean positioning error of the initial coordinate 0.57 m 3.26 m 3.41 m
Mean positioning error of the conversion coordinate 1.36 m 1.05 m 1.18 m

Reference points and three-axis magnetic field strength for different orientation angles
are shown in Figure 11, where the direction is to the north. If the pitch angle in the x- and
y-axis changes, the intensity for the original coordinates changes significantly. When the
coordinates are converted, there is no difference between each axis for several pitch angles,
as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Three-axis magnetic field strength with time for initial coordinates at different angles.

5.2. Calibration Results for Different Brands of Magnetic Field Sensors

The average positioning errors for the different brands of smartphones are similar
if using different magnetometers in the proposed method. The values of the magnetic
field strength are measured similarly, as shown in Figure 13. Table 7 shows the average
positioning errors for different smartphones when the original coordinates are classified
into 12 areas with angle of 0 degree. The positioning error for all mobile phones is 0.41 to
1.15 m less than 1.2 m. Therefore, the initial coordinates do not affect very much in the
overall positioning accuracy.
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Figure 12. The three-axis magnetic field strength with time for the converted coordinates at different angles.
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Figure 13. Magnetic field strength with times for different brands of mobile phone.

Table 7. Average positioning errors for different brands of mobile phone.

Smartphone Model Mi Lite8 HTC A9 Asus
Zenfone6

Google
Pixel3

Samsung
Galaxy A8+

Average positioning error 0.57 m 0.86 m 0.41 m 0.83 m 1.15 m

Using 12 areas in the converted coordinates for different mobile phones with pitched
angles of 0 degree, the average positioning errors are shown in Table 8, where the average
positioning error is 0.80 to 1.96 m. Although the positioning error obtained by most of the
phones by converting the coordinates is relatively large, the error values are all very small,
and even a phone Google Pixel3 can obtain a smaller positioning error than in the original
coordinates. Furthermore, if the pitched angles are less than 60 degrees, the positioning
errors for different brand mobile phones could remain almost the same with pitched angle
of 0 degree. In Figure 14, all the values are added to the absolute value without direction
information. It shows that there are similar values for the coordinates of the three axes at
four different azimuth angles. For reducing the amount of data in the database, we can
only use the north data and add the absolute value to the geomagnetic database. However,
positioning errors could be introduced as well.
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Table 8. Average positioning errors for the converted coordinates for different brands of mobile phone.

Smartphone Model Mi Lite8 HTC A9 Asus
Zenfone6

Google
Pixel3

Samsung
Galaxy A8+

Average positioning error 1.36 m 1.96 m 0.96 m 0.80 m 1.44 m
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Figure 14. Three-axis magnetic field strength with time using the original coordinate database.

Based on absolute values in Figure 14, Equation (6), and getRotationMatrix(), we
can calculate the overall average positioning error as 1.30 m, just slightly increasing by
0.57 m. According to the database of the converted coordinates in Figure 14, if only the
northern data, which are reduced by 75% for positioning, are used for the offline database
in 12-areas partitioning, an average positioning error of 1.38 m can be calculated from
Figure 15, Equation (6), and getRotationMatrix(). In Figure 15, the magnetic field strength
in the west direction of x-axis (W_x) remains at 0 µT because the rotation matrix converts
and rotates the coordinates in this direction.
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Figure 15. Converting the three-axis magnetic field strength with time in each direction of the
coordinate database.

5.3. Efficiency Discussion and Experiment Results

For decreasing the calculation time and the data capacity of the database, we try to use
fewer measuring reference points’ data from the offline procedure by increasing distance
between each reference point. We even just use only the northern direction offline data
to process the indoor positioning through the proposed method. The average positioning
errors using all azimuth databases for different distances between reference points are
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shown in Table 9. If the original coordinate is 1 m, the positioning error is 0.57 m. For
distances of APs at 2 m or 3 m, the error respectively increases to 1.28 m and 1.33 m and the
error for the converted coordinates increases from the original 1.36 m to 1.57 m and 1.88 m.

Table 9. The average positioning errors for different distances between reference points.

Distance between Reference Point 1 m 2 m 3 m

Average positioning error of the device related coordinates 0.57 m 1.28 m 1.33 m
Average positioning error of the converted coordinates 1.36 m 1.57 m 1.88 m

If the azimuth database is reduced, in which only the northern direction database is
used, and distances between each reference point are extended from 1 m to 2 m and 3 m,
the experiment results of indoor positioning errors are shown in Table 10. Under original
coordinates, the error increases from 0.57 m to 1.5 m and 2.94 m. If using coordinates
conversion, the error increases from the original 1.36 m to 1.77 m and 2.89 m. Whether
extending the distance between reference points or using less azimuth database, the pro-
posed indoor positioning algorithm could provide a positioning error of less than 3 m.
Although the average positioning errors in the converted coordinates are larger than that in
the original coordinates, almost the same results could be obtained in the different pitched
angles of the mobile phones in the converted coordinated.

Table 10. The average positioning error with using only northern database for different distances
between reference points.

Distance between Reference Point 1 m 2 m 3 m

Average positioning error of the original coordinates 0.57 m 1.50 m 2.94 m
Average positioning error of the converted coordinates 1.36 m 1.77 m 2.89 m

6. Conclusions

In this study, measurement of the magnetic field strength and Wi-Fi signal use built-in
sensors in smartphones and no additional sensor or instrument is needed to obtain the
indoor positioning information. Wi-Fi signal is used to partition an environment and the
signal strength is first filtered using KNN to eliminate abnormal values. Signal pattern
comparison is used to compare the characteristics of the earth’s magnetic field. KNN
is used to determine the precise location and the result is optimized for 12 areas. The
indoor positioning of 6-area partitioning is simpler than that of 12-area partitioning, but
the average positioning errors of 6-area partitioning is slightly greater than that of 12-area
partitioning. Therefore, it is possible to use 6-area partitioning under acceptable error.

The earth’s magnetic field has a specific direction and magnitude so the mobile phone
must be held by hand at the same angle to ensure sufficient accuracy. This study uses a
rotation matrix to convert the original vector coordinates into new coordinates. If the pitch
angle is changed, the average positioning error is within 1.4 m, which is about 68% better
than the result for the original coordinates.

The effects from different brands of mobile phones with different magnetometers are
also shown in our experiments. The average positioning error using the original coordinates
is less than 1.2 m for all applied phones. Thus, using the original coordinates, it is hard
to affect the positioning performance in different mobile phones. By using the converted
coordinates to ease the same direction constraint between static Earth magnetic field and
moving magnetometers in mobile phones, the average positioning error merely increases
to 1.96 m. These results show that under the proposed method, different brands of mobile
phones give similar indoor positioning results, so the effects of different sensors can be
either minimized or eliminated.
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